Outdoor

**Let’s Get Lost Guided Journal**
Make memories with this supplies-to-summit guided journal.
Item 366004  $15.95

**Happy Campers Guided Journal**
Plan your next adventure and capture the magic as you go in this guided journal.
Item 386255  $15.95

**Stainless Steel Retro Water Bottle**
20 oz double wall stainless steel. Stays cool 24 hours, hot 12 hours.
Item 366073  $19.95

**Camping Doodles**
Outdoor themed doodle prompts.
Item 631682  $9.99

**Camping Pocket Notebook**
3” x 5”
Item 005605  $3

**Botany, A Naturalist’s Notebook**
3.5” x 5”
Item 008071  $3

**Campfire Night Light**
Item 222452  $10

**Camp Board Game**
Ages 5+, 2-4 players.
Item 001006  $25

**Camp Game Cards Booster Pack**
To be used with camp board game.
Item 001020  $11
Outdoor

10 Essentials Card Game
Ages 6+, up to 4 players.
Item 710307  $15

Hit the Trail Game
Ages 8+, 2-4 players.
Item 001082  $12

More S’mores Card Game
Ages 6+, 2-6 players.
Item 130557  $10

Knot Tying Game for Campers
Features 44 different knots. 8+
Item 011018  $8

Carabiner Compass
Item 019850  $6

Junior Adventurer’s Compass
Item 011996  $4

Junior Adventurer’s Binoculars
Item 222044  $10

Junior Adventurer’s Pocket Knife, Fork, & Spoon Set
Item 222081  $10

Cutlery To Go Set
Item 70508  $5
Outdoor

**Deuter Speed Lite 20**
Super lightweight and compact. Hydration system compatible. 20 liter capacity. 18x10x7.1 inch. Item 86811 **$75**

**Deuter Speed Lite 22**
Light, durable and ready for any alpine adventure. Hydration system compatible. 22 liter capacity. 20x11x6.7 inch. Women’s fit. Item 86859 **$105**

**Deuter XV 1**
Features pockets for a laptop plus tablet & the stability of a sturdy removable hip belt. 17 liter capacity. 20x11x7.1 inch. Women’s fit. Item 87320 **$110**

**Deuter Junior**
18 liter capacity. 17x9.4x7.5 inch. Item 92683 **$40**

**Cascadian Mess Kit**
Available in red. Item 84001 **$16**
Outdoor

The 17oz emulates a standard size water bottle. Keeps beverages cold for 41 and hot for 18.

The 25oz is perfect for staying hydrated on-the-go. Keeps beverages cold for 54 hours and hot for 26.

**S’well 25 oz**
Item 125025  $45

- wenge wood
- painted poppy

**S’well 17 oz**
Item 112501  $35

- soccer
- Alice’s garden
- sea turtle
- safari
- sandstone
- Alice in Wonderland
- tortoise

**S’ip by S’well 15 oz**
Item 029073  $20

- purple rock candy
- poppy culture
- top dog
- Wonder Woman (white)
- fly away hares

**S’ip by S’well 10 oz**
Item 181112  $15

- cats
- the scoop